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2 of 2 review helpful Best Book I ve Read in Ages By Regina S Savannah Rose Estates Series 1 by Sherrie Giddens is 
the best book I ve read in a long time Chapter one is titled The End but this chapter is the beginning of a beautifully 
written novel Sherrie wrote this book in a way that endears not only the main character but every character in the 
novel to the reader s heart There is not one unlikable character Imagine losing everything and realizing that life has 
nothing but dim prospects for you Then imagine learning that God has plans for your life that you never imagined 
Follow Savannah onto the Rose Estate where she discovers that others are depending on her and that she may have 
been born for a time such as this Join us on the Rose Estate and discover who lives there who loves there and even 
who hides there 
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